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ABSTRACT
Deep learning has been used in various domains, including Web
services. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which are deep
learning representatives, are among the most popular neural net-
works in Web systems. However, CNN employs a high degree of
computing. In comparison to the training phase, the inference pro-
cess is more frequently done on low-power computing equipments.
The limited computing resource and high computation pressure
limit the effective use of CNN algorithms in industry. Fortunately,
a minimal filtering algorithm called Winograd can reduce convolu-
tion calculations by minimizing multiplication operations. We find
that Winograd convolution can be sped up further by deep reuse
technique, which reuses the similar data and computation processes.
In this paper, we propose a new inference method, called DREW,
which combines deep reuse with Winograd for further accelerating
CNNs. DREW handles three difficulties. First, it can detect the simi-
larities from the complex minimal filtering patterns by clustering.
Second, it reduces the online clustering cost in a reasonable range.
Third, it provides an adjustable method in clustering granularity
balancing the performance and accuracy. Experiments show that 1)
DREW further accelerates the Winograd convolution by an average
of 2.06× speedup; 2) when DREW is applied to end-to-end Wino-
grad CNN inference, it achieves 1.71× the average performance
speedup with no (<0.4%) accuracy loss; 3) DREW reduces the num-
ber of convolution operations to 11% of the original operations on
average.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→WorldWideWeb; •Computingmethod-
ologies → Neural networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have shown successes and
gained popularity in Web systems [8, 12, 27, 28, 30, 34, 40, 47, 51].
Different from the training process, inferences of CNN are widely
processed on CPUs in industry and face a high demand for per-
formance optimization [19, 29, 63]. Note that accelerators with
high computing power are usually too expensive for companies
to apply to inference workloads. In industry, the CNNs are usu-
ally trained on HPC clusters, while the inference could be con-
ducted on a less powerful machine, such as CPUs or mobile proces-
sors [10, 16, 37, 41, 43, 55, 60]. Due to high compute density, it is
important to optimize the inference process on CPUs, especially for
industry usage. The key to improving the inference performance is
to accelerate the convolutional layers of CNN models, which are
computationally intensive and dominate the total execution time.

Winograd convolution [23] has been demonstrated to be a very
efficient CNN optimization technique. Employing Winograd mini-
mal filtering algorithm reduces the arithmetic complexity of con-
volution operations by at least 2.25× [23] theoretically, saving sub-
stantial time and energy. The majority of modern deep learning
libraries, including Nvidia cuDNN [1] and Intel oneDNN (previ-
ously known as MKL-DNN) [3], enable Winograd convolution for
CNNs . Additionally, several attempts have been made to accelerate
Winograd convolution via increased hardware efficiency [20, 50].

Prior research on Winograd convolution concentrated on how
to improve the algorithm’s performance on certain hardware plat-
forms, such as GPUs [1, 50], rather than the algorithm’s structure.
We find that, rather than performing typical code optimizations, a
unique approach called deep reuse can uncover and leverage reused
calculations to accelerate convolutions. This approach reuses in-
termediate results in CNN inference by recognizing similarities
among neuron vectors, saving both space and time on the fly [32].
The present deep reuse approach, however, is limited to GEMM-
based convolution. The performance of CNN inference could be
considerably enhanced if deep reuse is applied to the Winograd
convolution.

Applying deep reuse to Winograd convolution requires to handle
the following three challenges.
• Algorithm design.Winograd convolution involves fixed minimal
filtering patterns, so there is no direct neuron vector to extract in
the Winograd algorithm. Consequently, an appropriate method
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needs to be designed for exploiting the similarities and saving
computations.

• Introduced overhead. Deep reuse is an on-line process in which
the similarity detection process among neuron vectors happens
during the inference time. Because of the computation savings
in Winograd convolution, it poses a tighter constraint on the
introduced overhead compared to the GEMM-based convolution.

• Cost-benefit tradeoff. The limitations of minimal filtering patterns
also prevent us from adjusting the reuse granularity as flexibly as
original deep reuse does. Since deep reuse is a lossy optimization,
to provide the choice to trade-off between performance and
accuracy loss, a novel method to adjust reuse granularity needs
to be designed.
We present our solution, a new inference method, calledDREW,

for applying deep reuse to Winograd convolution on modern pro-
cessors. DREW solves the challenges above and brings huge perfor-
mance improvements. First, we design a novel approach to leverage
the neuron similarities in Winograd convolution, which has been
proved to have great potentials. Second, to minimize the runtime
overhead introduced by deep reuse, we develop a novel clustering
process, which causes only a small proportion of time compared to
the overall operation time and reduces the space overhead on the fly.
Third, we extend our approach to make it adjustable in clustering
granularity, and leave the adjustment between performance and
accuracy to users to meet their different needs. Moreover, we make
our solution, DREW, a library for users to easily apply our work.

We evaluate DREW on three popular neural networks: LeNet-
5 [25], CifarNet [4], and VGG-16 [36]. For single-layer performance,
DREW achieves 6.68× performance improvement on average com-
pared to theWinograd convolution without deep reuse. Even for the
highly parallel Winograd implementation, DREW can still provide
1.11× to 3.27× performance improvement. For end-to-end perfor-
mance, DREW achieves 5.92× performance improvement with no
(<0.4%) accuracy loss, and for parallel implementation, DREW still
maintains 1.15× to 2.76× performance improvement. With detailed
analysis, the convolution operations can be reduced to 4 to 20%
of the original computations and take up only 35 to 56% of the
execution time.

As far as we know, DREW is the first work that combines deep
reuse with Winograd convolution. In summary, this work makes
the following contributions:
• It points out that deep reuse can be efficiently combined with
Winograd convolution for the first time. This work proposes
a new inference method, called DREW, which can detect and
exploit input similarities among Winograd minimal filtering
computation patterns.

• It designs a novel clustering process for DREW, which reduces
online cost in inference. It extends DREW to adjust the clustering
granularity, allowing users to balance the trade-off between
accuracy and efficiency.

• It validates the efficacy of DREW and demonstrate its significant
performance benefits with almost no accuracy loss.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Winograd Convolution
The Winograd convolution is a kind of convolution algorithm that
employs the Winograd minimal filtering algorithm, resulting in

fewer arithmetic operations compared to the original implemen-
tation [46]. The Winograd minimal filtering algorithm, denoted
as F (m ×m, r × r ), computes m×m outputs with a r×r filter, and
reduces the number of multiplications from (m × r )2 to (m + r − 1)2.
In this paper, we use a common case of F (2×2, 3×3) for application,
which has also been used in [3, 20, 50].

Workflow. The workflow of the convolutional layer with F (2 ×
2, 3× 3) Winograd minimal filtering algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
First, each 3 × 3 filter is performed by a filter transformation
(Step 1) to a 4 × 4 transformed filter. Second, the input images or
feature maps are divided into tiles of size 4×4, with 2 elements
overlapping between neighboring tiles. Each tile is performed by
an input transformation (Step 2) to a 4 × 4 transformed input
tile. Third, it executes element-wise multiplication (Step 3) with
the filter of the corresponding input channels and accumulation
along input channels. Fourth, it performs output transformation
(Step 4) for each pre-transformed output tile (the result of element-
wise multiplication and accumulation) to a 2 × 2 output tile.
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Figure 1: The workflow of Winograd convolution.
For online CNN inference, the filter transformation can be fin-

ished at preprocessing time once. Therefore, the inference time
mainly comes from input transformation, element-wise multipli-
cation, and output transformation, which are the emphasis of our
optimization.
2.2 Deep Reuse
Deep reuse is a kind of optimization for accelerating CNN infer-
ences by detecting and utilizing runtime similarities among input
data [32]. To compute the convolutional layer, the common practice
is to unfold the input images and filters into input matrix x and
weight matrix W, and then perform General Matrix Multiplication
(GEMM) with two matrices, as shown in Figure 2 (a). The idea of
deep reuse is that strong similarities exist among neuron vectors.
Here, a neuron vector is composed of several consecutive elements
in a row of the unfolded input matrix x. Therefore, the neuron
vectors can be clustered into a small number of groups, and the
computation results for the cluster centroids can be reused by all
neuron vectors in clusters.
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Figure 2: The illustration of GEMM-based convolution.

Clusteringmethod.Deep reuse uses Locality Sensitive Hashing
(LSH) [13] as the clustering method to detect similarities among
neuron vectors because LSH can give good clustering results and
does not introduce excessive overhead to inferences. LSH ensures
that the computation savings serve its purpose for performance
improvement without accuracy loss. For each input vector x, a hash
function h is determined by a random vector v in the following
Equation 1:

hv (x) =

{
1 i f v · x > 0
0 i f v · x ≤ 0 (1)

With H random vectors, LSH maps an input vector into a bit vector
with 2H possibilities. The input vectors that are close to each other
have a high probability to be hashed into the same bit vector. Thus,
the roughness of the clustering can be adjusted by the number of
hash functions. After LSH being applied to deep reuse, the integer
value of the bit vector can be used as a cluster ID. Then, the cluster
centroids are computed using the neuron vectors with the same
cluster ID for retrieving them for later computation. Ning et al. [32]
define remaining ratio rc to measure reusable potential, which
is the ratio of the number of clusters attained after LSH to the
total number of neuron vectors. A smaller remaining ratio indicates
larger computation savings.

3 MOTIVATION
In this section, we first analyze the reuse opportunities onWinograd
convolution. Second, we show our observations and insights. Third,
we discuss the importance and benefits of our work.

Opportunity. Based on our observation, neuron similarities
exist in Winograd convolution. For Winograd-based convolution,
the 4×4 tiles are local neurons as shown in Figure 1. Due to the
continuity in images or feature maps that CNN often targets, it
has been proved that neighbor neurons have extremely strong
similarities [26]. Hence, there is a strong chance that similarities
exist among such small tiles inWinograd convolution. This provides
us with a great opportunity to further accelerate CNN inference,
and thus we can use the similarity between tiles in Winograd to
reduce the amount of computation to save time.

Observation. To prove our assumption on tile similarities, we
conduct a series of experimental analysis and draw the conclusion
that applying deep reuse to Winograd convolution has a tremen-
dous potential for performance enhancement. We employ the Cifar-
Net [4] trained model on CIFAR10 [22], and conduct its inference.
We perform LSH with a variable number of hash functions to two
convolutional layers and report the remaining ratio after cluster-
ing. Note that a greater number of hash functions results in a more
precise clustering, and the remaining ratio indicates the reusable po-
tentials, as discussed in Section 2.2. Figure 3 shows the experimental

results of Conv1 (Conv2 exhibits similar trends). First, we cluster
tiles within each channel with varying batch sizes and present the
average remaining ratio for each channel in Figure 3 (a). The re-
maining ratio averages out at 0.084 and rises in tandem with the
increase in hash size and decrease in batch size. Then, we cluster
tiles from multiple channels with a fixed batch size of 100 (we treat
the tiles of several consecutive channels as the neuron vectors)
and present the results in Figure 3 (b). The findings demonstrate
that tiles with multiple channels still create a tiny remaining ratio,
especially when the number of hash functions is modest. A smaller
remaining ratio is often associated with fewer channels. To sum up,
large data similarities exist among tiles of Winograd convolution,
which provides opportunities for reuse.
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Figure 3: Remaining ratio. (a) Different numbers of hash
functions with varying batch sizes in a single channel. (b)
Different numbers of hash functions with varying numbers
of channels.

Importance. Deep reuse has been shown to significantly im-
prove the performance of CNN inference [32]. Meanwhile, Wino-
grad convolution results in a 2.25× reduction in multiplication
calculations when compared to direct convolution [23]. It is worth
the effort to further optimize due to the high performance gains.
Furthermore, as previously explained, the tile in Winograd convo-
lution is suited as the object we reuse. Since the experiments above
have proved that the tiles of batched input have large similarity,
utilizing the similarity allows for significant calculation savings,
and it is possible to provide faster Winograd convolution.

4 SOLUTION OVERVIEW
We show in Section 3 that strong similarities exist among input
tiles of each channel in Winograd convolution, which provides us
the opportunity to save computations by reusing the computed
results of a small number of tiles. In this section, we first elaborate
on our idea of applying deep reuse in Winograd convolution. Then,
we show an example and present our solutions to the challenges
listed in Section 1.

Idea. Revisiting the process of Winograd convolution mentioned
in Section 2.1, we can see that the workflow of Winograd convo-
lution includes 1) filter transformation, 2) input transformation,
3) element-wise multiplication, and 4) output transformation. We
group the input tiles of each channel into clusters and compute
the cluster centroids. Then, we perform input transformation, K
element-wise multiplication, and K output transformation on these
centroid tiles. Finally, we accumulate the corresponding centroid
tiles of each input channel to produce output. Note that the accumu-
lation along input channels happens on element-wise multiplication
in the original Winograd convolution. We leave it to the last for
saving addition operations.
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Case study. We show an example in Figure 4 for processing a
1×2×6×6 input with 2×2×3×3 filters. The filters have been trans-
formed during the preprocessing time. First, after clustering, four
input tiles are grouped into two clusters of each channel respec-
tively. The four input tiles can be represented by the two cluster
centroids. Second, four centroid tiles of all channels are transformed
in a way like the input transformation in the Winograd algorithm.
Third, each transformed centroid tile is element-wise multiplied by
filters of two output channels. Fourth, the results of multiplication
are transformed in a way like the output transformation in the
Winograd algorithm. Fifth, we accumulate the output along input
channels, and obtain all tiles in the final output from the computed
centroid tiles.
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Figure 4: Example of applying deep reuse to Winograd.

Solutions to challenges. We develop DREW to solve the chal-
lenges listed in Section 1. First, we design a method to leverage the
neuron similarities in Winograd convolution in which the tile size
16 is the smallest clustering granularity (Section 4 and Section 5.1).
Second, to minimize the time overhead introduced by clustering,
we choose the fast LSH as the clustering method. However, we
design a new method to retrieve cluster centroids, which is more
suitable for modern processors and can minimize the space over-
head (Section 5.2). Third, we extend the algorithm to reuse tiles
of the input channels, which allows users to tune the clustering
granularity for the trade-off between accuracy and time savings
(Section 5.3).

Novelty. Based on the solutions above, our work makes the
following novel contributions. First, we develop new algorithms
to detect similarities in the complex filtering patterns of Winograd

(Section 5.1). Second, we provide novel clustering designs to reduce
online cost within a reasonable range (Section 5.2). Third, we pro-
vide a novel adjustable method for users in clustering granularity
balancing the trade-off between performance and accuracy (Sec-
tion 5.3). Then, we develop a fine-tuning process to maintain high
accuracy (Section 7.4).

5 DREW ALGORITHM AND OPTIMIZATIONS
After presenting the idea of combining deep reuse and Winograd
convolution in Section 4, we introduce the detailed design of DREW
in this section. First, we present the basic workflow of DREW. Then,
we delve into the design of clustering and extend the clustering
granularity to multiple channels.

5.1 Deep-Reuse Winograd
Winograd presentation. The original Winograd convolution can
be written in the following formulations. For N×C×H×W inputs
withK×C×3×3weight filters inWinograd convolution (Section 2.1),
filter transformation F̂ = GFGT is finished in the preprocessing
time, whereG is a 4×3matrix defined inWinogradminimal filtering
algorithm. During the inference time, the input images or feature
maps are divided into P = N ⌈H ′/2⌉ ⌈W ′/2⌉ tiles, where H ′ andW ′

are the height and width of outputs. An input tile In,c,i, j in channel
c is transformed by În,c,i, j = BT In,c,i, jB, where B is a 4 × 4 matrix
defined in Winograd minimal filtering algorithm. Then, the trans-
formed tile În,c,i, j is element-wise multiplied with K transformed
weights and accumulated with the results of the tiles in the same
position in other channels, which is Ôn,k,i, j =

∑c−1
c=0 F̂k,c ⊙ În,c,i, j .

Finally, the output of On,k,i, j in channel k can be obtained from
the output transformation AT Ôn,k,i, jA, where A is a 4 × 2 matrix
defined in Winograd minimal filtering algorithm.

Combining deep reuse andWinograd convolution. In DREW,
the 2D batched deep reuse forWinograd convolution can bewritten in
the following five steps. Note that the filters have been transformed
during the preprocessing time.

Step 1: Clustering. For each 4×4 input tile In,c,i, j , Vn,c,i, j is the
1D neuron vector flattened from In,c,i, j . Each neuron vectorVn,c,i, j
is projected as a bit vector Pn,c,i, j by Ĥ hash functions, as shown
in Equation 2, where pn,c,i, j is the integer value of the bit vector
Pn,c,i, j . Note that T ∈ RĤ×16 is the hash table with Ĥ random
vectors.

Pn,c,i, j = TVn,c,i, j ∈ RĤ (2)

Then, for each input channel c , the identical integer values of
neuron vectors are mapped to the same bucket to obtain the bucket
ID bn,c,i, j and the bucket size Nb . Note that the bucket ID b of
neuron vectors in different input channels is different because we
cluster the tiles of each channel respectively. Finally, the cluster
centroid of each bucket b is calculated in Equation 3.

Cb =
∑

Vn,c,i, j ∈bucketb

Vn,c,i, j/Nb (3)

Step 2: Input transformation. For each centroid vector Cb , we
perform input transformation, as shown in Equation 4.

Ĉb = BTCbB (4)
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Step 3: Element-wise multiplication. For each centroid vector Cb
of input channel c and each output channel k , we perform element-
wise multiplication, as shown in Equation 5.

D̂b,k = Ĉb ⊙ F̂c,k (5)

Step 4: Output transformation. For each centroid vector Cb , we
perform output transformation, as shown in Equation 6.

Db,k = AT D̂b,kA (6)

Step 5: Output accumulation. For each output tile and each output
channel k , we perform output accumulation, as shown in Equa-
tion 7.

On,k,i, j =

C−1∑
c=0

Dbn,c,i, j ,k (7)

5.2 Clustering Design
We revisit our clustering design of Step 1 mentioned in Section 5.1.
Since Winograd is an online process, Winograd poses a tight con-
straint on clustering time, including LSH projection, the computa-
tion of the integer value of bit vectors, bucket mapping, and centroid
calculation. To minimize the time overhead caused by deep reuse,
we mainly optimize the following two substeps, LSH projection
and bucket mapping.

LSHprojection. For our batched deep-reuseWinograd in DREW,
instead of indexing the vectors one by one, we perform LSH projec-
tion by anH×16×CP GEMM at one time. Consequently, we convert
it into a GEMM process. Then, we compute the integer value of
each bit vector, which is the projected neuron vector, for bucket
mapping.

Bucket mapping. Bucket mapping uses the integer value of
each bit vector to map similar vectors to the same bucket (cluster)
and thus clustering results are obtained. This is the most difficult
part to parallel in applying deep reuse in Winograd of DREW,
because we need to record the buckets with their related vectors
and calculate the bucket size.

Before showing our bucket mapping design, we first revisit the
bucket mapping in [32], which treats the integer value of bit vec-
tor as cluster ID (to distinguish it from ours, we denote ours as
bucket ID). They minimize the time overhead in a conflict-free
hash. However, such a solution cannot be used in our situation. The
space for 2Ĥ cluster centroids needs to be allocated before centroid
calculation; if we adopt this method, we need to allocate C×2Ĥ
neuron vectors for later element-wise multiplication. This would
be a huge space overhead and would become a burden especially
on the industrial hardwares where CNN inferences commonly run.

We develop a novel bucket mapping strategy in DREW. First,
we iterate over P values in C channels. Second, we map each in-
teger value of bit vector to buckets. Third, we increase the newly
discovered bucket ID in order and count bucket size. In this way,
we only need O(

∑
Nb ) space for clustering and later computation.

Because the integer values of vectors provide a hash-map with a
O(1) lookup complexity in nature, we can finish bucket mapping
in O(C · P) complexity, whose time proportion in the whole clus-
tering phase is small (compared with LSH projection and centroid
calculation). Experiments also show that the time of this part is
acceptable (Section 7.6). Finally, we compute the cluster centroid of
each bucket.

5.3 Clustering Granularity
To further optimize the performance of DREW, we extend the
clustering granularity to tiles of multiple channels. This is regarded
as a user-defined parameter to trade-off between time savings and
accuracy loss.

Limitations in the basic algorithm. First, because it is uncer-
tain which bucket each neuron vector is mapped to, the memory
access to Dbn,c,i, j in output accumulation is discontinuous. The
output accumulation phase in our basic algorithm needs a long
time in the whole process. This situation could be alleviated if we
find a way to reduce such memory access pressure. Second, if we
only define the tile of one channel as the clustering granularity,
users cannot adjust the performance and accuracy based on their
requirements.

Clustering granularity design. We solve such limitations by
clustering tiles of multiple channels in DREW. We find that tiles
of multiple channels also have similarities with each other and
these tiles even reach a smaller remaining ratio when the number
of hash functions is small. If we cluster tiles of multiple channels
and reuse the computation results, the results of element-wise
multiplication in these channels can be accumulated in the element-
wise multiplication phase and the amount of output accumulation
is reduced. Therefore, the performance becomes higher due to the
smaller remaining ratio and fewer discontinuous memory accesses.

6 PARALLELISM
In this section, we first discuss the parallelism and complexity
of DREW. To facilitate the analysis of computation savings, we
uniformly denote the height and width of the input and output as
H andW . Then, we analyze the properties of clustering parameters
according to the complexity.

Parallel design. All the five steps of DREW described in Sec-
tion 5.1 can be parallelized. For the first step of clustering, the
LSH projection can be treated as a GEMM and is thus processed
in parallel. The integer value of each projected bit vector and the
computations for each bucket centroid can also be done in paral-
lel. For the second step of input transformation, the third step of
element-wise multiplication, and the fourth step of output transfor-
mation, the computations for each centroid vector can be executed
in parallel and we process these three steps within a loop to avoid
unnecessary memory accesses. For the fifth step of output accumu-
lation, we retrieve the results of centroid vectors ofC channels and
accumulate them for each output tile in parallel.

Complexity. The computational complexity of the originalWino-
grad convolution is O(N ·H ·W ·C ·K) [23]. Assume that input chan-
nels are divided into Ncb channel blocks and each channel block
contains tiles of Lcb channels (C=Ncb · Lcb ).With Ĥ hash func-
tions, the total computational complexity of clustering isO(C ·P ·Ĥ ),
which can also be presented as O(C ·N ·H ·W ·Ĥ ). If the neuron vec-
tors can be grouped into |Ĉ | clusters, the average number of clusters
|Ĉ |cb,avд is 1

Ncb

∑Ncb
j=1 |Ĉ |cb, j . The remaining ratio of Winograd

with deep reuse rc is
|Ĉ |cb,avд

CP . Then, the computational complexity
ofWinograd phase except for output accumulation isO(rc ·N ·H ·W ·C ·K )
and the computational complexity of output accumulation isO(Ncb ·
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N · H ·W · K). Therefore, the overall computational complexity of
DREW is O(( ĤK + rc +

1
Lcb

) · N · H ·W ·C · K).
Properties. There are two clustering parameters to adjust in

DREW: clustering granularity (the number of tile channels Lcb )
and the number of hash functions (Ĥ ). They affect the time savings
by reuse and accuracy loss. With the computational complexity
analysis with different parameter combinations, we observe the
following properties of deep reuse for Winograd convolution:
• When Ĥ remains unchanged, a smaller granularity (smaller Lcb )
generally leads to a smaller reuse-caused accuracy loss. Mean-
while, a smaller Lcb leads to more addition operations in output
accumulation.

• When Lcb remains unchanged, more hash functions (larger Ĥ )
generally incur smaller reuse-caused accuracy loss. Meanwhile, a
larger Ĥ causes a larger number of clusters and thus a larger rc .

• When Lcb is large, Ĥ affects the reuse-caused accuracy loss and
rc more than Lcb does. When Lcb is small, the change of Lcb
affects the reuse-caused accuracy loss and rc more than Ĥ does.

• An appropriate combination of Lcb and Ĥ can reduce ( ĤK + rc +
1

Lcb
), which is a coefficient in DREW’s complexity, thus resulting

in more computation savings.
Implementation. We build a library called DREW to integrate

our work for three reasons. First, DREW can ease the burden on
programmers to utilize deep reuse on Winograd algorithms; to
this end, we present user-friendly APIs that is compatible with
C/C++, Java, and Python. Second, DREW provides a highly efficient
implementation of Winograd, which can be directly applied to
many existing projects. Third, we hope that our integration of deep
reuse and Winograd can be really integrated to other popular deep
learning systems and libraries. Specifically, we develop Winograd
in C/C++, and provide sequential and parallel versions. Moreover,
we will open source our code after the paper being accepted.

7 EVALUATION
7.1 Experimental Setup
Methodology. We compare our DREW with the original Wino-
grad convolution without deep reuse [23, 53]. We first apply our
approach to only a single convolutional layer to measure the single-
layer speedups (Section 7.2). Second, we apply our approach to
the full neural networks with the optimal clustering configura-
tions from the single-layer experiments to measure the end-to-end
speedups (Section 7.3). Third, we analyze the influence of different
factors on performance, including the clustering configurations of
clustering granularity Lcb and the number of hash functions Ĥ , and
the experiment configurations of the batch size and the number of
threads (Section 7.5). Fourth, we analyze the runtime overhead of
each part of our approach (Section 7.6).

Platforms. We conduct experiments to measure the perfor-
mance of DREW on two experimental platforms. The first plat-
form is equipped with an Intel i7-7700K with 64GB DDR4 memory.
The second platform is equipped with an Intel i9-9900K with 64GB
DDR4 memory.

Workloads. We evaluate DREW with three different networks:
LeNet-5 [25], CifarNet [4], and VGG-16 [36], which are classic and
have been evaluated in many works [32, 39, 45, 62]. The dataset

of LeNet-5 is MNIST [24] with sparse images of size 28 × 28. The
dataset of CifarNet is CIFAR10 [22] with images of size 32 × 32. We
modify the size of filters in LeNet-5 and CifarNet to 3 × 3 for our
study and there is no influence on accuracy. The dataset of VGG-16
is ImageNet [35] with image size of 224 × 224. VGG-16 uses 3 × 3
filters exclusively in the convolution layers where the Winograd
algorithm can be directly applied.

7.2 Single-Layer Performance
We perform experiments with a range of different clustering con-
figurations and collect the speedup and accuracy results for single
convolutional layer of the networks.

Configuration. We first explore the clustering granularity Lcb ,
which represents the number of channels of tiles for clustering. We
test the channel number of tiles of the factors of C , which is less
than 4 in each convolutional layer. Note that we do not explore
the Lcb value that is larger than 4 because it will cause a large
remaining ratio and unendurable accuracy loss. For the number
of hash functions Ĥ , we explore a range from 10 to 30. In this and
next sections, we fix the batch size to 100; the number of threads
on Core i7 platform is set to 8 and on Core i9 platform is set to 16,
which are the maximum number of threads of the CPUs.

Performance-accuracy balance. We aim to achieve a balance
between performance and accuracy. To measure the balance be-
tween performance improvement and accuracy loss, we define
efficiency score: e = −speedup · loд(accuracy loss). The higher
value of e means that we obtain relatively higher performance with
less accuracy loss.

Result. We report in Table 1 the speedups achieved by the config-
uration that has the highest efficiency score on each convolutional
layer, and we have the following observations.

First, our approach leads to significant performance benefits. For
the serial Winograd convolution, our approach delivers an average
speedup of 6.92× on Core i7 platform and 6.45× on Core i9 platform.
Even for the highly parallel implementation, DREW still provides
an average speedup of 2.14× on Core i7 platform and 1.99× on Core
i9 platform. The performance speedup is up to 10.97× and 3.27×
in serial mode and parallel mode respectively, which proves the
effectiveness of DREW.

Second, an appropriate combination of Lcb and Ĥ incurs a small
remaining ratio, thus achieving significant time savings. Experi-
ments show that our approach performs well when Lcb is one. Note
that although larger Lcb leads to more speedups, the accuracy loss
could also be large, which results in poor efficiency score (detailed
in Section 7.5).

Third, on the networks whose image size is large, such as VGG-
16, the remaining ratio becomes smaller, and thus the achieved
speedup is higher. Note that the first subconvolutional layer in
each convolutional layer in VGG-16, such as Conv3-1, Conv4-1, and
Conv5-1, may have a larger remaining ratio compared to the other
layers, because of the previous maximum pooling operation.

Accuracy loss.We report the single-layer accuracy loss of DREW
compared to [32] in Table 1, which implies that DREW incurs less
than 1.32% accuracy loss in each layer.
7.3 End-to-End Performance
To measure the end-to-end performance benefits of the full neural
networks, we apply DREW to each convolutional layer with the
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Table 1: Single-layer performance benefits.Conf .means con-
figuration, Lcb is the number of channels of tiles, Ĥ is the
number of hash functions, rc is the remaining ratio, Serial
means serial speedup, Parallel means parallel speedup, i7
and i9 are Core i7 and Core i9 platforms, and ∆ Acc is the ac-
curacy loss.

Network Layer Conf.
rc

Serial Parallel
∆ Acc

Lcb Ĥ i7 i9 i7 i9

LeNet-5 Conv1 1 16 0.04 4.71× 4.51× 1.16× 1.11× 0.0008
Conv2 1 12 0.14 5.05× 4.50× 1.42× 1.27× 0.0012

Average 4.88× 4.51× 1.29× 1.19× 0.0010

CifarNet Conv1 1 16 0.14 6.52× 6.21× 1.77× 1.69× 0.0031
Conv2 1 12 0.13 5.78× 5.67× 1.66× 1.63× 0.0027

Average 6.15× 5.94× 1.72× 1.66× 0.0029

VGG-16

Conv1-1 1 24 0.05 7.67× 7.21× 2.23× 2.09× 0.0057
Conv1-2 1 23 0.02 10.97× 9.18× 3.27× 2.74× 0.0075
Conv2-1 1 22 0.09 8.40× 6.88× 2.76× 2.26× 0.0050
Conv2-2 1 20 0.07 9.00× 8.29× 2.70× 2.49× 0.0018
Conv3-1 1 21 0.20 5.08× 4.97× 1.64× 1.61× 0.0037
Conv3-2 1 18 0.07 8.51× 7.94× 2.74× 2.55× 0.0012
Conv3-3 1 16 0.06 9.19× 8.57× 2.96× 2.76× 0.0011
Conv4-1 1 17 0.16 5.92× 5.70× 1.90× 1.83× 0.0019
Conv4-2 1 15 0.08 6.77× 6.43× 2.22× 2.11× 0.0010
Conv4-3 1 17 0.09 6.60× 6.35× 2.17× 2.09× 0.0006
Conv5-1 1 16 0.20 4.71× 4.56× 1.54× 1.49× 0.0002
Conv5-2 1 16 0.18 4.98× 5.03× 1.63× 1.65X 0.0005
Conv5-3 1 11 0.07 7.68× 7.53× 2.52× 2.47× 0.0009

Average 7.35× 6.82× 2.33× 2.16× 0.0024

configuration that can attain the best efficiency score mentioned in
Section 7.2.

We show our performance benefits on the end-to-end execution
time of the full neural networks in Table 2. We involve all runtime
overhead (clustering and others) in our time measurement and have
the following observations.

Table 2: End-to-end performance benefits. ∆ Acc is the accu-
racy loss.

Network Serial speedup Parallel speedup
∆ AccCore i7 Core i9 Core i7 Core i9

LeNet-5 4.39× 4.28× 1.18× 1.15× 0.0026
CifarNet 4.78× 4.34× 1.41× 1.36× 0.0064
VGG-16 9.22× 8.51× 2.76× 2.41× 0.0123

First, our deep-reuse Winograd convolution achieves significant
performance benefits. For the serial Winograd convolution, DREW
achieves an average speedup of 6.13× on Core i7 platform and
5.71× on Core i9 platform. For the parallel implementation, it still
provides an average speedup of 1.78× on Core i7 platform and 1.64×
on Core i9 platform. The performance speedup is up to 9.22× and
2.76× in serial mode and parallel mode respectively.

Second, for LeNet-5 and CifarNet, the end-to-end speedups are
not as much as the speedups of single layers; the reason is that there
are other layers, such as the activation layer and the pooling layer,
mixed into CNNs. In contrast, for VGG-16, the end-to-end speedups
are larger than the speedups of single layers, and the reason is that
the remaining ratio is reduced for the subconvolutional layers, such
as Conv3-2, Conv4-2, and Conv5-2, before pooling layers.

Third, the performance benefit among the end-to-end process
is not as much as the computation saving because deep reuse in-
troduces extra operations: clustering and the reconstruction of the

feature maps after deep reuse optimization. As to the single-layer
performance in Table 1, we only need to perform 2 to 20% of the
original computations with DREW in these networks, as indicated
by the rc column.

In addition, the accuracy loss is less than 1.23%, as shown in
Table 2.

7.4 Trade-off between Accuracy and Efficiency
In our experiment, DREW incurs an additional 0.26-1.23% accuracy
loss if the model weights remain unchanged, due to the limitation
that we cannot adjust the length of neuron vector to be less than
16. Since accuracy is important in many applications, we have the
following designs to remain the accuracy in an acceptable range.

First, the network can be fine-tuned to amortize the accuracy
loss, which is similar to prior practices [11]. We re-train the model
using DREW. Therefore, only the model weights are updated, not
the model. After fine-tuning, DREW causes less than 0.4% accuracy
loss on all networks. Note that fine-tuning, as part of the train-
ing process, does not lengthen the inference time, so the reported
inference speedups still remain.
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Figure 5: Trade-off between
accuracy and performance.

Second, in our analysis,
the first layer in CifarNet
and the first three layers
in VGG-16 cause the major
accuracy loss. We can ap-
ply deep reuse in the other
layers while remaining the
front layers unchanged.

Third, the balance be-
tween performance and ac-
curacy loss can be adjusted to meet various application scenarios.
The number of channels Lcb and the number of hash functions
Ĥ , mentioned in Section 6, can be adjusted by users. For example,
in a rigid scenario, users could set a small Lcb with a large Ĥ so
that the accuracy loss shall be greatly minimized. We use LeNet-5
with 100 batch size on Core i7 platform for illustration, and show
the relation between accuracy loss and performance exchange of
DREW in Figure 5. The performance exchange is defined as the
ratio difference between the performance of each measurement
and the highest performance achieved. Figure 5 shows that we can
trade performance for accuracy in DREW.

7.5 Configuration Influence Analysis
To further analyze the efficacy of DREW, we explore the influence
of different configurations on DREW and use CifarNet Conv1 on
Core i9 platform for illustration. For clustering granularity and hash
size, we fix the batch size to 100 and the number of threads on CPUs
to 16. When we analyze the batch size and thread number, we only
change the batch size and the number of threads, while keeping
the other configurations unchanged. The performance results are
shown in Figure 6.

Hash size. The number of hash functions mainly influences
the remaining ratio. With the decreasing number of hash func-
tions, more computation is saved due to a smaller remaining ratio.
Therefore, the performance increases along with the hash size.

Clustering granularity. To study how clustering granularity
affects the performance, we explore the channel number of tiles Lcb
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(a) Clustering granularity and the numb-
er of hash functions.

(b) Batch size and the number of threads.
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Figure 6: Influence from different configurations.

of all the factors of C in Conv1. Figure 6 shows that performance
increases significantly as granularity becomes larger and the num-
ber of hash functions becomes smaller. The reason is that when the
number of hash functions is small, the remaining ratio becomes
small; at the same time, large granularity results in fewer addition
operations in the output accumulation, which causes discontinuous
memory accesses. However, with the increasing number of hash
functions Ĥ , the remaining ratio becomes large especially when the
granularity is large, resulting in moderate performance benefits.

Batch size. The remaining ratio becomes smaller as the batch
size increases, introducing more performance benefits.

Number of threads. DREW achieves significant performance
benefits in all cases. In parallel execution, the speedup can be up
to 2.38×. Note that the baseline and DREW use the same number
of threads. The reason for increasing speedup with decreasing
number of threads is that adding the number of threads increases
the proportion of the extra overhead introduced by parallelism that
cannot be amortized.

7.6 Execution Time Analysis
We perform runtime analysis for each step of DREW in each layer,
and use CifarNet for illustration; the results of the other benchmarks
are similar. We divide the workflow of our approach into three
stages based on the steps in Section 5.1. The first stage is clustering,
which represents the step 1 of clustering in Section 5.1. The second
stage is convolution, which represents the steps 2 to 4. The third
stage is accumulation, which represents the step 5 of accumulation.

The proportions of clustering, convolution, and accumulation are
16%, 34%, and 50% for Conv1, and are 20%, 56%, and 24% for Conv2,
respectively. We have the following findings. First, the clustering
stage occupies the minimum proportion of the overall execution
in both layers. Second, for Conv2, the convolution stage takes a
relatively high proportion because there are more input channels
and the number of neuron vectors is larger, resulting in more mul-
tiplication operations. Third, the accumulation takes a relatively
long time because the memory access to the centroid vector is dis-
continuous. If users pursue higher performance, it can be optimized
by increasing Lcb , which reduces the number of discontinuous
memory accesses.

7.7 Applicability to Other Networks
DREW can be applied to other convolutional neural networks. We
select LeNet-5, CifarNet, and VGG-16 for validation because they
are classic and have been evaluated in many works. More advanced
models have not substantially changed the use of convolution. For
example, the Conv1-2 of VGG-16 [36], which has 64 input features
and 64 output features, is the same as Conv2_1 in ResNet-18 [15].

Furthermore, advanced models only make the weights more ef-
ficient without considering the input similarities. Therefore, our
work still can be used in other situations.

8 RELATEDWORK
Winograd. CNNs have been widely applied in Web applications [8,
12, 27, 28, 30, 34, 40, 44, 47, 51]. Cook [7] and Toom [38] proposed
a class of minimal filtering algorithms, and Winograd [46, 49] gen-
eralized these fast CNN algorithms. Lavin [23] further extended
Winograd as an efficient convolution operation. There are many
works on accelerating Winograd algorithm. Jia et al. [20] optimized
the Winograd-based convolution on Intel Xeon Phi platforms. Yan
et al. [50] optimized the batched Winograd algorithm on GPUs.
Moreover, Winograd algorithm has been integrated in many pop-
ular libraries, such as FALCON [2], LIBXSMM [5], MKL-DNN [3],
and SASS [6].

Data reuse. Data reuse has been proved to be a great success
in data management and analytics [33, 54, 56–59], and has been
applied in deep learning, so called deep reuse. Deep reuse is an
accelerating method that speedups convolution by reusing the sim-
ilarities among neuron vectors. The closest work to our deep reuse
in Winograd is [32]. Ning et al. [32] applied the deep reuse tech-
niques in the CNN inference process. Ning et al. [31] also applied
the deep reuse in CNN training process on the fly. Different from
these works, we apply deep reuse to Winograd algorithms, which
further improves the performance of CNN. Zheng et al. [64, 65] ex-
plore data reuse between memory intensive operations for stitching
optimization, which is orthogonal to our study.

Compression techniques. Deep reuse, which leverages the
similarities among input online, is orthogonal to compression tech-
niques (like pruning and quantization) [9, 14, 17, 18, 21, 42, 48, 52,
61], which reduce the model size offline by leveraging the simi-
larities among weights. Deep reuse can be applied to compressed
models, as discussed in [32], and hence they are complementary to
each other.

9 CONCLUSION
This paper integrates deep reuse with Winograd convolution, and
yields a library, called DREW, to enable efficient CNN inference. By
enabling deep reuse in the Winograd algorithm, DREW reduces the
number of convolution operations to an average of 11% of the orig-
inal operations. The paper presents how deep reuse can be applied
to Winograd. It discusses the major challenges when applying deep
reuse to Winograd convolution, and provides a set of solutions in
applying our method. In evaluation, DREW provides 6.68× perfor-
mance improvement over the original Winograd convolution with
almost no accuracy loss.
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